Guardian
Notebook Computer Backpack
Top Load; Fits Most Widescreens Up To 17”
Unique design protects computer and contents from
opportunistic theft.
The MANHATTAN® Guardian Notebook Computer Backpack — when worn — effectively helps deter theft
of a notebook computer and stowed valuables in crowded airports and trains, on hectic streets and in other
congested locations. Unlike ordinary backpacks, a concealed dual zipper placed close to the wearer
effectively restricts unauthorized access to the large interior. A secured top flap offers second-level protection
for the main compartment and the media pocket. An integrated port connects earphones to the stored
media player to enjoy music on the go, further reducing damage and loss risk. The angled bottom panel
lessens the likelihood that a loaded bag is removed, set aside and forgotten. Adjustable shoulder and
waist straps and a well-padded back panel distribute weight for a comfortable fit and wear.

Low-Profile Shape, But Plenty of Room

Its spacious interior — with padded computer compartment and elastic strap — accommodates most notebook computers
with widescreens up to 17”. A two-sided organizer panel has a place for nearly everything and keeps everything in its
place. Two key hooks, one equipped with a quick-release clip, help prevent scratches and damage to equipment caused
by loose, unfastened keys. Both are ideal for securing home, car or office keys and a digital camera, USB flash drive
or other small electronic device. Three pen loops and an ID/business card holder keep writing instruments and cards
ready for the best first-impression. A large, single-zippered pocket keeps papers, documents and magazines smooth
and flat. To stow bulky items or pack for special trips, the organizer panel easily detaches or reverses. Two large
accessory pouches attach to the softly lined interior walls to store cables and other accessories.

Beautifully Designed to Perform

The exterior and interior are carefully constructed of lightweight, durable, easy-care materials that resist water
and wear. Heavy-duty hardware, including zippers with sturdy metal pulls, ensures smooth operation with fewer
snags. MANHATTAN Notebook Computer Cases combine superior computer protection and attractive styling
with comfort and convenience when traveling across town, cross-country or around the world.

Lifetime Warranty

Strict manufacturing standards ensure the highest quality in all MANHATTAN products. All items carry
a full Lifetime Warranty — the strongest quality commitment anyone can make.
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Features
• Special design prevents unauthorized access to interior when
worn — secures computer and digital devices from theft
• Provides effective deterrence in airports, trains, streets,
campuses and other crowded locations
• Spacious interior and pockets store files, cables and accessories
• Organizer panel easily detaches or reverses to accommodate
large items and diverse cargo
• Media pocket with earphone port protects MP3 player and
other electronics
• Lightweight, durable, easy-care materials resist water and wear
• Lifetime Warranty

Specifications
Exterior
• 100% polyester
• (1) accessory pouch with carabiner, detachable
• Adjustable straps: shoulder with mesh pocket, 1 m (42 in.); waist, 0.9 m (3 ft.)
• Integrated cushioned grip
Interior
• 100% polyester
• (1) notebook computer compartment with elastic strap
• (1) media pocket with integrated earphone port
• (2) detachable mesh storage cases with zippered closures
• (1) organizer panel with (3) pen loops, (2) key hooks, (1) ID/business card
holder, (2) digital device, (1) file and miscellaneous storage pockets
Dimensions
• Exterior: 36 x 41 x 25 cm (14 x 16.25 x 10 in.)
• Interior: computer compartment, 30 x 42 x 5 cm (12 x 16.5 x 2 in.)*
• 1.5 kg (3.4 lbs.)
* Always measure equipment exterior to determine compatibility. All bag
dimensions are approximate and may slightly vary.

For more information on MANHATTAN products, consult your
local dealer or visit www.manhattan-products.com.
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